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MKH Hari Raya Luncheon
30 July 2015 – For MKH, hosting a Hari Raya dinner for its employees
is an annual affair. Organised by the Human Resources department,
the colourful traditional baju melayu and kebaya costumes brighten up
each and every corner of Prescott Hotel ballroom.
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MKH Executive Chairman Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen thanked all
employees for their strong team spirit and unity especially in this
challenging market environment. “We are blessed this year, because
we are still able to celebrate this happy occasion in these tough times.
As long as we stand together and carry out our jobs with great
responsibility towards the same goal, MKH will for sure be able to pull
through this tough economic wave,” said Tan Sri Dato’ Alex.
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What made this celebration more memorable this year was the
presence of our special guests from Kota Samarinda Indonesia, Pak
Halilintar and Pak Marli Nan. “I’m thankful to be invited to this special
luncheon, and very happy to see all MKH staff gathered together as a
family celebrating the joyous Hari Raya Aidilifitri. I pray that God may
continue to bless MKH and bring us to greater heights,” added Pak
Halilintar.
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Dreadfully long queue, but the delicious and savory dishes was worth the wait. Everyone was treated to a
sumptuous spread of dishes, ranging from appetizers to tantalizing desserts. And there was nothing more
tempting than the fresh lemang and rendang. Many thanks to the HR team who had done a wonderful job in
organising the great luncheon!

Registration before the luncheon start
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Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen giving opening speech
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MKH Hari Raya Luncheon

All the ladies cladded in baju kurung

Beautiful ladies having a good time

Group photo of beauties from Property Team

Staff lining up for the buffet lunch
speech

Introducing Pak Halilintar & Pak Marli Nan from
Indonesia team

Happy staff enjoying lunch together
speech

Delicious lamb ready to be served
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Staff lining up for the buffet lunch
speech
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MKH Buka Puasa with Media
2 & 13 July 2015 – Time flies as it was just months ago when we celebrated Chinese New Year, as we
entered the holy month of Ramadhan began.
To strengthen the relationship with our media friends, Corporate Communications together with the Sales &
Marketing department jointly held a “Buka Puasa” dinner for Harian Metro, Berita Harian & New Straits
Times.
The event was attended by all reporters and editors alike, with the higher editorial team of Berita Harian
consisting of Group Editor En. Mahfar Ali. Deputy Group Editor En. Badrul Hisham, Associate Editor En.
Saidon Idris, and Chief News Editor En. Rosli Safar; while the higher editorial team of Harian Metro were
Group Editor Dato’ Mustapha Omar, Editor En. Badrilla Jamlus, Chief Editor En. Husain Jahit and Executive
Editor En. Othman Mamat.
An hour before “buka puasa”, the hallway in between the Berita Harian and Harian Metro offices were set up
with clothed tables and giant trays of food. After prayers, everyone helped themselves heartily to
scrumptious local delights of Nasi Briyani, Kambing Briyani, Ayam Masak Merah, Dalca, Papadom and
traditional kuih muih where the Durian Seri Muka had everyone praising its deliciousness.
In between bites, some has also inquired about MKH’s latest projects such as Saville @ Cheras, Hillpark @
Shah Alam and Pelangi Semenyih 2 – Phase 2B, whereby our Marketing representatives were helpful in
providing further understanding on respective projects.
At the end of the day, a group photo session was held to remember the good times with both MKH and
editorial teams before everyone bid goodbye and wishes one another an early “Selamat Hari Raya”.

All set up for the buka puasa

Chit chat with Dato’ Mustapha
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MKH team introduced some projects with the editors

One group photo for the memory
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Malaysian Embassy Hari Raya Open House
8 August 2015 – The Malaysian Embassy at Jakarta,
Indonesia hosted its Hari Raya Open House 2015 at its
Kuningan premise.
As a respectable investor in Indonesia as well as the
many CSR programmes performed by MKH for the
betterment of the villagers around our plantation in
Kalimantan Timur, Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen was invited by
His Excellency Datuk Seri Zahrain Mohamed Hashim to
grace the occasion, whom was in turn accompanied by
Dato’ Andy Lee and Mr Andreano Ng.
During the event, His Excellency took the opportunity to
introduce the delegates from MKH Berhad to various
Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen with the Embassadors
ministers, investors, and local elites so that there could be
further collaboration in future. Besides that, MKH Berhad was further invited to study on some key projects in
Indonesia as well.
Towards the end of the night, the Embassy further showed their generosity by arranging for MKH delegates
to be chauffeured back to the hotel in the Embassy car; a gesture that was much appreciated.
Thank you, Malaysian Embassy for a wonderful night. We believe that the improved working relationship
between the Embassy and MKH Berhad would further assist to strengthen the Company’s foothold in
Indonesia in the near future.

Celebrating Indonesian Embassy Independence Day
3 September 2015 – The Indonesian Embassy at Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia has hosted its nation’s 70th anniversary
of independence celebration at The Royale Chulan. Due
to the strong working relationship between the Embassy
and MKH Berhad, delegates from MKH Berhad had been
invited to attend the grand celebrations over the past
many years, and this year was no exception. MKH Berhad
was represented by Dato’ Andy Lee and spouse i.e. Datin
Sharlotte He, Ms Emily Chen, Mr Tang Hee Teik, and Mr
Carson Goh.
His Excellency Bapak Herman Prayitno took the
opportunity to thank Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen and MKH
Berhad for the sponsorship of the delicious Kajang satay,
which was well-received by the esteemed guests at the
event.

From Left: Ms Emily Chen, Datin Sharlotte, Dato’
Andy Lee, Mr Carson Goh and Mr Tang Hee Teik

Datuk Seri Ahmad Shabery Cheek, Minister of Agriculture and Agro-based Industries and Dato’ Andy Lee,
further had a positive discussion on the future of the agriculture industries. Esteemed Counsellors from the
Embassy emphasised for the continued co-operation between both parties and welcomed MKH Berhad to
further strengthen its investments in Indonesia given feasible opportunities.
The event was a great success towards mutual networking and in celebration of Indonesia’s independence
together, and MKH Berhad was proud to be associated with this grand celebration.

www.mkhberhad.com
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Tan Sri Datuk Eddy won CEO of the Year 2015
11 September 2015 – It was an exciting evening at The Malaysian
Construction Industry Excellence Awards (MCIEA) 2015 as our very
own Managing Director was awarded the CEO of the Year Award.
Organised by CIDB Malaysia, the gala dinner was held at the
Mandarin Oriental Kuala Lumpur Ballroom, where the many of the
industry’s bests gathered in tuxes and gowns.
The MCIEA Awards 2015 was in the works since early February this
year, whereby winners of the event were determined over a period
of 5 months under the decision of selected Panel of Judges and
Assessors. There were a number of 6 main award categories: The
Best Contractor Awards, The Best Project Awards, Special Awards
(recognizing Malaysian clients/contractors/consultants), Builder of
the Year Award, International Achievement Award as well as
Individual Awards.
The Guest of Honour was Ministry of Works Malaysia Y.B. Dato’ Sri
Haji Fadillah Bin Haji Yusof, whose arrival initiated the beginning of a
sensational night. Dinner was served in conjunction with the award
ceremonies, after a stunning glow-in-the-dark performance as part
of the introduction of MCIEA 2015.
Congratulations once again, Tan Sri Datuk Eddy!
Tan Sri Datuk Eddy won CEO of the Year

Ranking 13th in The Edge Top Property Developers Awards
30 November 2015 – The Group is honoured to have bumped ranks up to 13th in The Edge Top Property
Developers Awards this year, also held at the Mandarin Oriental Kuala Lumpur Hotel.
In conjunction with that, we are truly humbled by Pines @ Hillpark Shah Alam North being deemed as one of
the winner of “Affordable Urban Housing Excellence Award” category. Having won the same category with
Pelangi Semenyih 2 Phase 2A in the previous year, it is a wonderful surprise to be recognized once again in
2015.
This achievement is a great encouragement for us to do better in delivering value to the greater community.
Thank you once again, and heartiest congratulations to all the winners!

Tan Sri Datuk Eddy receiving the award for Affordable Urban Housing Excellence Award category
www.mkhberhad.com
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Company Trip to Sekinchan
3 October 2015 – It was a fun-filled Saturday as MKH staff was treated to a full day outing to the recently
popular tourist spot – Sekinchan, organised by the HR department.
The day began with a breakfast gathering at Prescott Hotel. Right after, everyone was ushered to their
respective buses for the 2-hour trip to the first stop at historical Bukit Melawati, Kuala Selangor.
We took tram rides up the small hill, where the tour guides shared stories of what happened a few hundred
years ago as we cruised by run-down stone houses and castle ruins. After visiting the museum on the top of
the mountain, we moved on to have a hearty lunch in Sekinchan which is also popular for its fresh seafood.
The following afternoon was filled with trips to the coastal town’s popular sight-seeing spots such as the
paddy processing factory and paddy fields, fruits orchards La Familia Orchard and Wah Chai Mango Kind,
House of “Ah Ma”, PTP Prawn Cracker and Redang Beach.
The last stop of the day was a 10-course dinner at Kuala Selangor, after which we began the trip back home.
Although physically tired, everyone was happy as they brought home bagsful of souvenirs and local products.
Many thanks to the HR team for this well-planned trip!

Group photo @ Sekinchan Trip

The HR & Admin Team who organised the event
www.mkhberhad.com
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Project Launches: Saville @ Cheras
19 June 2015 – It was an exciting month for MKH as the most talked about property this year Saville @
Cheras was finally revealed to the public. The official launch was held firstly at MKH Ground Floor Sales Gallery,
and later on at the Old Klang Road Sales Gallery, where visitors ranged from young couples to eyeing
investors.
Located on a 2-acre freehold land in Cheras, this 43-storey mixed development comprises 352 units of serviced
apartments, 62 units of retail shops and over 1000 parking bays. From built-up areas of 800 sq. ft., there are 6
different residential layouts and 4 different retail layouts priced from as low as RM650,000.
One of Saville @ Cheras’ admirable qualities is its strategic location near the up-coming Sg. Buloh – Kajang
MRT station; being literally connected by a 7-metre sheltered link bridge from the 3rd floor of its retail units.
Besides that, Saville @ Cheras is also well-connected by several major highways such as SILK, Cheras – Kajang
and MRR2 highways. The development is also within a matured vicinity of ready amenities ranging from
hypermarkets to educational institutions, making it an ideal choice for either own stay or investment.

Crowd at the launch

People checking out the building model

Project Launches: Pelangi Semenyih 2 – Phase 2B
20 June 2015 – Part of an award-winning township, Pelangi
Semenyih 2 – Phase 2B (PS2-2B) was launched with
highlights on its “build-then-sell” (“BTS”) concept, where
construction was completed first before being opened to the
public for purchase.
Completed with CCC, these 20’ x 60’ terrace units are ready
for immediate move in, priced from RM555,900.
This development was designed with a modern outlook and
spacious built-up stretched across 6 acres of freehold land.
Situated within the heart of Semenyih, not only is PS2-2B
well-connected to major highways such as LEKAS, SILK, PLUS
and SKVE, it is also conveniently surrounded by ready
amenities of hypermarkets and universities.
Besides sharing the Pelangi Semenyih Clubhouse with first
township Pelangi Semenyih 1, PS2-2B also shares the large
green central park which is fully equipped with futsal and
basketball courts, a children playground and a wide open
space that is ideal for healthy community living,
A guarded community, these 20’x60’ terrace units are
completed with CCC, and are ideal for young couples and
growing families alike, affordably priced from RM555,900.

www.mkhberhad.com
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Project Launches: Hillpark Avenue
23 & 27 June 2015 – Over the weekends, Hillpark Avenue was launched as a commercial expansion of ecothemed township development Hillpark @ Shah Alam North.
Not just plainly meeting the demands for affordable housing in the current trend of market, MKH is fully aware
of the need for more facilities and amenities that comes with a growing population. With that in mind, Hillpark
Avenue is designed to accommodate to the growing population of the Puncak Alam community.
This new uptown business focal point has an estimated GDV of RM31 million, and comprises standard and
serviced offices to fit to the distinct needs of the community. Stretching across 26 acres of leasehold land,
standard units have built-ups of 22’x35’ and are priced from RM120,000 while services units comes in built-ups
of 20’x75’, 22’x75’ and 22’x80’, available from RM1,226,000 onwards.
The development of Hillpark Avenue will further compliment the growing township by offering its ideal and high
potential location to seeking city retailers who wish to further expand their businesses out of Kuala Lumpur.
Future development includes a proposed multi-level business centre and food court to cater to an estimated
5,000 residential homes in Hillpark @ Shah Alam North upon completion.
The launch of Hillpark Avenue was jointly celebrated with a Korean Vaganza and a Thai Festival at the Hillpark
Sales Gallery in Bandar Puncak Alam, Shah Alam. Visitors enjoyed various Korean & Thai delicacies and were
given Buah Kurmas in conjunction with the up-coming Hari Raya festivity.

Visitors registering at the event

The crowd at the launch

Picture session in traditional Korean costume

Fun activities at the event

www.mkhberhad.com
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Project Launches : Kajang East
16 & 17 July 2015 – Konnichiwa! In conjunction with the official launch of Kajang East Precinct 4, MKH
held a two-day sushi workshop with Sakae Sushi at MKH’s Kajang East Sales Gallery.
At the gallery, interested visitors were able to see house models of Precinct 4 and the overall Kajang East
township. For further understanding on the available layouts, there were also fully decorated show units for
the people to get an inkling and visualize what living in a Kajang East unit will feel like.
The main event that day was of course the sushi workshop. Not only were visitors welcomed to enjoy the
Japanese cuisine, but they got to have a hands-on experience in making California Rolls from scratch
themselves at the Sushi Workshop conducted by Sakae Sushi staff. While the process was messy with rice
sticking all over bamboo mats, it was a fun process nevertheless as they learn and try to master the skill of
making a perfectly rolled sushi.
After all the fun and laughter, the participants of the workshop were greeted by the Sakae Sushi mascot
itself, who passed around goodie bags for everyone. Thanks, Sakae Sushi! Right after the Sushi Workshop, all
the participants greeted by Sakae Sushi mascot with goodie bags in hand. Thanks Sakae Sushi!
Driven by the “building-in-green” concept, Kajang East is MKH’s new township development located in
Semenyih. A freehold development, it is designed to provide high-quality lifestyle with parks and residentexclusive facilities such as the resort clubhouse within the gated & guarded community. It also has great
highway accessibilities to KL, Putrajaya and Cyberjaya, and is well-connected to various educational
institutions such as Nottingham Malaysia and Rafflesia International School. With 3 different layouts to
choose from, this low density development is the ideal living environment for young & growing families.

The crowd at the event

Neatly arranged sushi for visitors to enjoy

Sakae Sushi staff leading the sushi workshop

Sakae Sushi mascot giving away
goodie bags to visitors

www.mkhberhad.com
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Project Handover: Saville @ The Park, Bangsar
Upon completion of Saville @ The Park, Bangsar and Pines @ Hillpark Shah Alam North, MKH’s Customer
Relation & Management (CRM) department have arranged for handover sessions with respective homebuyers
to deliver the keys to their new homes.
11 August 2015 – It was a cheery morning as MKH’s CRM department handed over 4 units of Saville @ The
Park, Bangsar to the respective unit owners. Completed in early 2015, MKH has handed over keys to a total
of 308 owners of units in Block A & B to date.
Built on 5.13 acres of freehold land, Saville @ The Park, Bangsar has a GDV of RM 311 million, and offers
built-up areas ranging from 1,019 – 2,415 sq. ft. Being CONQUAS and GBI certified, this development stands
at 27-storeys tall and designed with a vast space of 120-metres between Block A & B. With over 10 different
layouts, Saville @ The Park, Bangsar provides one of the most enviable panaromic views of the Kuala Lumpur
skyline, with a 150-acre forest reserve below.

Project Handover: Pines @ Hillpark Shah Alam North
3 September 2015 – Completed in August, the first
phase of eco-themed township Hillpark @ Shah Alam
North is finally ready to be delivered to respective home
owners!
Out of the impressive landbank of 550 acres, Pines is
built on 29 acres of leasehold land. With GDV of RM135.5
million, it is the maiden phase launched as debut of the
development of Hillpark Shah Alam North as a township.
Consisting of 311 units of double-storey terraces, Pines
comes in 2 sizes: 20’x70’ and 22’x70’; starting at an
affordable launching price of RM368,000 in 2013.
To date, MKH’s CRM team has handed over 11 units of
the 2-storey homes.

www.mkhberhad.com
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The Edge Property Exhibition: “Home Sweet Home”
8 August & 15 August 2015 – It was an event-filled weekends for MKH as we participated in
theedgeproperty.com’s “Home Sweet Home” Property Exhibition at The Curve @ Mutiara Damansara, Penang
and Johor. MKH had showcased our recently launched project highlight Saville @ Cheras, a 43-storey
integrated building with a direct 7-metre link bridge to the soon to be completed Sg. Buloh – Kajang MRT
station.
Also present at the exhibitions were Malaysia’s award-winning developers Gamuda Land, IJM Land Bhd, IOI
Properties Group Bhd, Mah Sing Group Bhd, Sime Darby Property Bhd, S P Setia Bhd, Sunway Bhd, Tropicana
Corporation Bhd and UEM Sunrise Bhd.

View of the exhibition from above

Entrance of the exhibition

MKH staff Mr Advin manning our booth

Homebuyers checking out house model

MKH staff Mr Wong interacting with interested
homebuyers

www.mkhberhad.com

MKH exhibiting Saville @ Cheras development
model
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MKH Durian Fiesta!
31 July 2015 – In conjunction with the durian season, the HR department has thoughtfully organised a
much-welcomed staff gathering over the mutual love for the King of fruits. Held on a fine Friday evening at
the open space carpark opposite MKH headquarters, everyone was in high spirits as they saw the basketfuls
of durians, mangosteens and coconuts being unloaded from the lorry.
Transported all the way from durian haven Raub in Pahang, among the durians present were the most
anticipated Musang King, D24, Tekka, Red Prawn as well as local kampung durians. There was also a coconut
stand where the queue was never ending. Beneath the giant tent, 4 tables were set up as the generous
vendors helped to cut open the fruits for all to enjoy.
Never one to pass on the fun, MKH Executive Chairman Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen arrived shortly after the
event started and welcomed everyone to enjoy themselves to the fullest.
Around 200 staff were present at the fiesta. It was indeed a great moment for all MKH staff to meet and
mingle with one another outside offices. The organizers were also glad to see everyone having a great time.
Thank you, HR team for arranging this wonderful get-together.

Bountiful durians and coconuts

Crowd in never-ending queue for coconuts

Staff having the time of their lives
enjoying different types of durians

Tan Sri Alex posing with fellow staff
Fhared, Azman and Azlan

A big turnout at the event

Wonderful HR team who organised the event

www.mkhberhad.com
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Delegate Visitations
In the past three months, MKH was honoured to have multiple visitations from different parts of the world –
Japan, Russia, Singapore and Malaysia.
13 April 2015 – The chain of visits started on Monday morning at MKH headquarters, where MKH Team
welcomed delegates from Panasonic to our humble offices. It was a friendly introductory meeting where both
parties familiarize themselves with one another over light refreshments. Present at the meeting was Executive
Chairman Tan Sri Dato’ Alex Chen, MKH Managing Director Tan Sri Dato’ Eddy Chen, President of main
Panasonic headquarters Mr. Fujii Yasuteru, and Managing Director of PanaHome Malaysia Mr. Kuwano
Haruhiko.
16 April 2015 – On Thursday, MKH welcomed delegates from Russia introduced by the Deputy Trade
Representative of Trade Mission of Russian Federation Malaysia Mr. Yuri A. Fontanov. The business meeting
was held to explore possibilities for both parties in various sectors such as oil & gas and construction
development. The meet ended cheerfully with a hearty lunch at Kajang’s own 21st Century Café, with promises
to keep in touch.
17 April 2015 – The third and last visitation in the same week was on Friday, where MKH welcomed Surbana
representatives with attendance of Chairman of Surbana Headquarters Mr. Liew Mun Leong and Managing
Director of Surbana Malaysia Mr. Michael Vong. After the pleasantries, both parties presented one another a
token of appreciation that symbolizes their long-term friendship.
11 May 2015 – Having awarded as one of the “Top 30 Green Catalysts” Award at the Green Tech Awards
2014, Chairman Tan Sri Peter Chin and CEO Ir. Ahmad Hadri Haris paid a courtesy visit to MKH headquarters.
It was an informative gathering as both teams share experiences and new information on the latest green
building technologies and information, with hope to create more green housing and living for the benefit of the
community as well as Mother Earth on the whole.

PanaHome Visitation

Russian Visitation

Surbana Visitation

GreenTech Malaysia Visitation

www.mkhberhad.com
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Interviews @ MKH
7 July 2015 – MKH had an interview session with Sin Chew Daily on PS2-2B a month after its launch in
June, right here at MKH headquarters. The MKH team present was Deputy Property Director Dato’ Kenneth
Chen, Property Manager Mr Khong and Corporate Communications Senior Manager Ms Irene Ang, who
welcomed Sin Chew representatives Madam Liong and Ms Wong for the interview in the morning. After the
interview, everyone adjourned to the Ground Floor Sales Gallery for a photo session with Dato’ Kenneth and
Mr Khong posed beside the house model of PS2-2B.
13 August 2015 – Following the official launch of Saville @ Cheras in July, MKH had another interview with
Nanyang Siang Pau on the integrated development, together with an exclusive on Kajang East as well. The
interview was done in 2 sessions, beginning with Saville @ Cheras at MKH headquarters, before moving to
the Kajang East Sales Gallery for the 2nd session.
The MKH team present at the interview was Deputy Property Director Dato’ Kenneth, Property Team 1
Manager Mr Khong, Property Team 2 Manager Mr Soo, Assistant Property Managers Ms Alyz & Ms Tammy, as
well as Corporate Communications Senior Manager Irene Ang.

Dato’ Kenneth and Mr Khong showing the house model
of Pelangi Semenyih 2

Dato’ Kenneth and Mr Soo presenting the features of
Saville @ Cheras

Dato’ Kenneth and Ms Alyz showing the development model of Kajang East

Makna Setia to lead skybridge construction
29 May 2015 – MKH subsidiary Makna Setia Sdn. Bhd. has
been honourably chosen as the lead contractor for the
construction of skybridge at Kajang 2. Aimed to save
travelling time, this RM62 billion skybridge will act as a
connector by linking Bandar Baru Bangi, Kajang 2,
Tropicana Heights, Nadayu & Bandar Teknologi together.
Estimated to complete in 2017, this skybridge will bring
great benefits for the surrounding residents in terms of
lesser traffic congestion and smoother travels.
www.mkhberhad.com

Tan Sri Datuk Eddy presenting the mock cheque
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MKH Kajang International 12-Hour Walk
Coming soon this year, is MKH’s annual International 12-hour Walk! The 12th event to be held since 2004, the
walkathon will be held in our very own Kajang town!
MKH is planning to make this event special, so this year, everyone will be walking in the “glow”! Can you
imagine everyone walking together in rounds while glowing in all sorts of colours? Won’t it be look amazing in
the pictures?
A healthy event where you only walk, to compete for the best time for a total of 12km! Families may also
bring along your spouse or children to camp overnight at our rest stop, for a great outdoor weekend
together! For those who are still single, do not fret, invite your friends for an eventful night!
There will be a special walk for children aged 7-12 years old, where they can compete in the walking fun at
8am, for a distance of 1km.
For further details or to sign up, please visit www.event.themarathonshop.com.my/mkh2015 or contact
Zulkiflie (zulkiflie@mkhberhad.com).

Tan Sri Datuk Eddy Chen presenting mock
sponsorship cheque to organizer RWAM president Mr
Khoo at introduction meeting with relevant
authorities
www.mkhberhad.com

Route map of MKH-Kajang International 12-Hour Walk 2015
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Work it out at MKH Studio Gym & Weekly Programmes
Here at MKH, we care for our employees’ well-being. For the better of our staff’s health, MKH has allocated
part of our headquarters as our own recreational centre as well as various planned weekly activities for afterwork get-togethers.
While small in size, MKH’s studio gym is well-equipped with various basic equipment suitable for both cardio
exercises and muscle build-up. Attached to the gym is the dancing studio where the HR department has
arranged weekly programmes such as kick-boxing, yoga and Zumba classes for all the staff to enjoy and
release tension after a whole day of sitting at the office.
In addition, the studio gym is also equipped with an X-box platform where one can enjoy numerous virtual
activities. For those who enjoy a little music to keep them company while exercising, they can turn on the TV
with access to many Astro channels ranging from local news to radio stations.
For a small fee, MKH’s weekly after-hour programmes each fall on different days of the week, and totals at 4
sessions per month. Kick-boxing falls on Tuesdays, Yoga on Wednesdays and Zumba on Thursdays. These
classes are all led by certified coaches that plans the workout load according to the participants’ abilities so
that they can enjoy the exercises after working for the whole day.
On the other hand, the gym is available everyday throughout the week, and all staff are welcomed to use it
whenever they are free. Shower facilities are also provided in the joint bathrooms near the dance studio for
those who prefer to go home refreshed after exercising.
With such a well-equipped facilities, all MKH staff are welcomed to try them out as much as possible.
Although we work hard, we should work smart as well. Allocating just 30 minutes up to an hour in the gym
will do wonders to one’s health, at the same time allowing the mind to rest as well after a whole day’s of
focusing in front of the computer.

7 Benefits of Exercising
Controls weight by burning calories.
Improves health conditions & combats diseases
by boosting your good cholesterol a.k.a. high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) and keeping blood flow smooth.
Improves mood by stimulating various brain
chemicals that promotes happiness and relaxation.
Boosts energy by delivering oxygen & nutrients to
body tissues, helping your cardiovascular system work
more efficiently.
Promotes better sleep by allowing you to sleep
faster, just avoid exercising too close to bedtime or you
may be too energized to fall asleep.

Sport equipment at MKH studio gym

MKH staff enjoying weekly Zumba classes
www.mkhberhad.com
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Dress Code 101
!When you first enter the corporate world, you must know how to dress appropriately for any given situation.
If you want to look professional, then you need to take your work wardrobe game fabulously!
Here are few options for you to look appropriate, smart and professional at the same time.

Executive Casual

Traditional Business Attire

Brightly colored or patterned
shirts and ties.

Traditionally patterned shirts
and ties can be more brightly
coloured.

Sports coats and jackets.
Dressy slacks.
Loafers or monk strapped shoes.

Dark and subtly patterned suits.
Dark brown or navy blue
oxfords.

Boardroom Attire
Crisp white dress shirts and
modest ties.
High quality accessories.

Dark charcoal gray or navy blue
two or three piece suits.
Only black oxfords or derbys.

Executive Casual

Traditional Business Attire

Brightly colored shirts.

Professioal tops without a
deep neckline.

Bigger and unique jewelry and
accessories.
Fashionable jacket and skirt.

Suits can be more brightly
colored.

Closed toe pumps.

Tights and closed toe heels.

Boardroom Attire
Collared dress shirts or
blouses.
Dark and classis suits.
Skirts not shorter than two
fingers above the knee.
Only black tights and heels.

www.mkhberhad.com
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Birthday Greetings

Birthdays are fresh beginnings, a time for
new endeavours and new goals, so move forward with
fresh confidence and courage.
May you have an amazing year ahead!
May
WONG CHUEN SIEW
MOHD HASMAWI BIN ABDUL RASHID
MOHD YUSRIZAL BIN MOHD YUSOF
MUHAMMAD IZZATT BIN SHAMSUDDIN
AHMAD AFFANDI BIN ABD MAJID
MOHD FAKRUL ADLI BIN ABDUL RAZAK
LIM POH HAN
LOKE PANG KEONG
NURHIDAYU BINTI ABDUL LATIF
ZAITUN BINTI BANGI
MOHD ASYRAF BIN SELAMAT
CH'NG SWEE HONG
LIM JIA YI
ONG SIAU HUI
NG JIA SHIN
AZLINA BINTI ABU BAKAR
THAILAMMAI A/P RASSAN
ZAMZUKI BIN KADZIM

July

LAU KOK KUM
MOK JIA WEN
MOHAMMED CHUDI BIN HAJI GHAZALI
SEE GUAT IM
TEE YEE VON
ENG SEE SING
YEOH HUNG LING
KHAIRUL FAISAL BIN KHALID
DATO' CHONG YONG HAN
ALEEA AQEELA BINTI AZMAN
ELLAMAH A/P SENGALARAYAN
AZMI BIN ABD RAHIM
CHOO EE LING
LEONG KEN WEE
LUM WAI HONG
NURUL ATIQAH BINTI JAMALUDDIN

June
CHIN MING HUEY
NOORSAHILA BINTI MOHD NOOR
SU YEE WAH
SHANMUGAMSUNDRAM A/L
VIJAYAKUMAR
KAMARUL BASHAH BIN OTHMAN
TENGKU ANUARUDDIN BIN TENGKU ABD
RASID
LEE MOONG THENG
NORAZLIN BINTI NORDIN
MOHD HIZAL BIN BASRI
CHEN LOK LOI
SYAHRUL SYAFIQ BIN ALI AKBAR
CHOW KOK YEIN
JULIAN DING LEAN KOON
TAN HOON HONG
NOORAISAH BT ADMAD
DESMOND LEE KHIM LEONF

AMIR HAMZAH BIN KASSIM
MOHAMAD FAUZI BIN HARUN
MUZZAMMIL BIN IBRAHIM
MOHAMMAD RAMZANI BIN
KHASBOLLAH
SIA CHIN YEAP

JENNIFER LAM YUET LAI
LEE LI KEI
POO WAE CHENG
WAN SUHAINI BINTI WAN SAID
RAJA NABIL IMRAN AZIZ BIN RAJA
ISKANDAR DZ
ZULKIFLIE BIN ISMAIL
MAH SWEE BUOY
MOHANA PIRAKAS A/L PRABAKARAN
CHONG YOONG SEONG
LOONG SAY YIEN
KHAIRUL IKHWAN BIN ZAKARIA
LEE ING SIM
CHONG YING MOI
LATCHMAN A/L LAIBAHDUR
MUHAMMAD ARIFF BIN MOHD AZLAN

NG CHAW KENG
MARLIANA BINTI MINHAT
TAI CHAP CHUNG
ROSAINI BINTI RAZALI

CHAN SWEE KIM
PHAN MEI FONG

DOMINIC KONG SAY SEONG
NORAZIAN BINTI ABDUL AZIZ
SYED AHMAD AKRAMIN BIN SYED MD
HARITH
CHAN WEI SENG
CHOY WING KEONG
AHMAD NAZRI BIN CHE AMAT
YONG WEI YEM
LEE YEAN HWEE
SITI RODIAH BINTI SULIMAN
TAN CHYE POOH
CHAI BOON WEE
CHIA KEE YOON
HONG SHUK CHING
TAN MEI GEK
CHU LEN @ CHOO LEN
CHANG LEE YEE

NURFARAHIN BINTI MOHD JOHAN
SOO THENG SEONG
CHIN YET FAH
TAN GAIK CHIN
PHANG SOOK YEE
WONG JIE YING
A RAMDAN BIN AG.RAMLEE
SASITHARAN A/L SANGARAN
WILLIAM TAN

August

AHMAD YANI BIN SULAIMAN
TEW MEI LIAN
YAP KAM CHOY
KENG CHING TONG
HEW FONG THYE
JULIE ROSLINDA BINTI MOHD ROSLI
CHENG YEW ONG
MAZLAN BIN SHAMSUDDIN
NORALIZA BINTI AKILAIN
AZRIE ANAK DADUN

September

ZAITUN BINTI HAMZAH

WONG WAN TEEN

NORUFAIRAH BINTI MOHD NOR
AZLAN BIN HASHIM TEOH
TAN MING JUN
LEE KOK HING
MAIMON BINTI YAHYA
PUVANESWARY A/P RAMU
NG YOKE PEI
LOW SIEW HONG
MOHD TAUFIK BIN HERMAN SHAH
SIA SOOK FEI

ANG OOI LIN
ENG CHIANG CHYE
ARUMUGHAM A/L KUPPAN
VIJAYAKUMAR A/L KANNAVATHY
LAI LEY FONG
LEE POH HOH
TANG HEE TEIK
AZLIRA BINTI RAMLI
KUAN WEI WEI
MUHD AL AMIN BIN KAMARUDIN
CHONG AH CHOW
JEFRI BIN MEN
MOHD FAIZ GOH BIN ABDULLAH
YIM KUM WENG
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Take a break!

WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
Do you sometimes feel tired of fighting and struggling in life’s challenges? Does it seem like just as one problem was
solved, another one soon follow? Life is short anyway, so why make ourselves so miserable?
Imagine 3 pots of boiling water. In the first pot, put in potatoes. In the second, put in eggs. In the third pot, put ground
coffee beans. Now, leave all 3 pots to continue boiling for 20 minutes.
What do you think happen to the potatoes, eggs and coffee beans?
While challenges may be tough, giving up is not an option.
The potatoes are strong and hard, but when taken out of the boiling water, it became soft and weak.
The eggs were originally fragile, with a thin outer shell protecting its liquid interior. After being boiled in the water, the
inside of the eggs became hard.
The ground coffee beans are special. Put into the pot of boiling water, they changed the water and created something
entirely new!
In life, many things happen around us, and more often than not, to us ourselves. Despite all that, what truly matters is
what happens within us, especially when being pressured.
Now, think hard. In hard times, how do you react?
Are you a potato, an egg, or a coffee bean?

One day a man goes to a pet shop to buy a parrot. The assistant takes the man to the parrot section and
asks him to choose one.
The man asks, “How much is the yellow one?”
The assistant replies that it costs $2,000. The man is shocked and asks the assistant why it’s so expensive.
“This parrot is a very special one. He can type really fast.”
“What about the green one?” the man asks.
“He costs $5,000 because he can type, answer incoming phone calls and takes notes.”
“What about the red one?” the man asks.
The assistant says, “That one’s $10,000.”
Curious, the man asks, “What does he do?”
The assistant says, “I don’t know, but the other two call him boss.”
www.mkhberhad.com
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Biz Brief
Saville @ Cheras records 47% take-up rate

Condensed from The Edge Financial Daily, 10 July 2015
MKH Bhd is banking on the upcoming mass rapid transit
(MRT) connectivity to its Saville @ Cheras development to
boost sales.
The 2-acre freehold mixed development in Cheras will
have a 7m covered direct link-bridge from its retail floors
to the soon to-be-ready Sri Raya MRT station. The
development has recorded a 48% take-up rate since its
official launch on July 4.
The development has a GDV of RM307 million, and is
equipped with a 3-tiered security system and luxury
condominium facilities.

MKH enters JV for property project in Kajang
worth RM1b GDV

Condensed from Digital Edge Daily, 11 August 2015
MKH Bhd has entered into a joint-venture (JV) agreement
with Sim See Hua Group, which owns 130.05 acres
(52.63ha) of land in Kajang, to undertake property
development with an estimated GDV of RM1 billion.
Analysts are positive on the JV as the land is located next
to MKH’s existing 270-acre Kajang 2, which will be linked
to a KTM commuter station. MKH is now trading at a
bargain valuation of 6 times financial year 2016 priceearnings ratio, where analysts would continue to like
MKH for its undemanding valuation as well as clear
earnings visibility anchored by twin drivers – property
and plantations.

MKH strategy pays off
Condensed from The Star, 23 July 2015

MKH Q3 earnings double to nearly RM21 mil
Condensed from The Star, 27 August 2015

MKH’s Bhd’s focus on developing affordable homes will
help the company continue to generate steady earnings
despite the slowdown in the local property market.
AllianceDBS Research said in a report yesterday the
company’s strong orderbook was testament that there
was robust demand for affordable homes.

MKH Bhd’s net profit for its third quarter ended June 30
almost doubled to RM20.88mil from RM11.61mil a year
ago as the property, construction and plantation divisions
lifted its revenue.

“Unbilled property sales had reached a record high of
RM843 mil as at March 2015, representing 1.6 times its
2015 (ending Sept 30) property revenue. We understand
property sales had reached RM600 mil as at June, and is
on track to meet its 2015 target of RM850 mil. This is
largely driven by its focus on affordable homes, which
remain popular with buy-to-stay homebuyers.”
The research house said MKH’s property crown jewel is
220-acre Kajang 2 flagship development, where more
projects would be rolled out closer to the completion of
the MRT in 2017. AllianceDBS conservatively estimate the
land alone to be worth over RM300 mil.
Separately, MKH’s plantation business was already selfsustaining, thanks to young tree profile, which the firsthalf 2015 fresh fruit bunch volume grew 41% year-onyear and helped to offset the impact of low crude palm
oil price.
“A sustainable recovery of CPO prices will be major
catalyst for MKH because of the naturally high operating
leverage for the plantation business,” it said.
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It said on Wednesday recorded a 20% higher topline at
RM255.84mil compared with RM212.29mil a year earlier.
Earnings per share were 4.98 sen compared with 2.77 a
share. Sales of crude palm oil and palm kernel has also
increased during for the quarter.
For the nine months ended June 30, revenue rose 19%
to RM693.19mil from RM582.93mil in the previous
corresponding period. However, its net profit fell 22% to
RM61.92mil from RM79.09mil. Its net assets per share
for the quarter stood at RM2.54.
Year-to-date, the property division recorded higher
revenue of RM445mil due to higher revenue and profit
recognition from the ongoing and new projects, namely
Hill Park Shah Alam, Pelangi Heights, Kajang East, MKH
Avenue, MKH Boulevard, Saville @ Kajang and Pelangi
Semenyih (build-then-sell).
As at June 30, MKH had an unbilled sales value of
RM854.6mil from which attributed sales revenue and
profits would be recognised progressively based on the
projects’ development progress.
As for the plantation arm, revenue was 42% higher at
RM165.6mil for the first nine months. But pre-tax profit
was lower at RM1.9mil compared with RM21.5mil in the
previous corresponding period due to the inclusion of
unrealised foreign exchange losses of RM19mil.
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Quotes

MKH Beats Editorial Team

“Success is no accident. It is hard work,
perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice and
most of all, love of what you are doing.”

Editor: Agnes Nyelang
Design/Photographer/Contents:

Pele

Corporate Communications Team
Contributors:

“If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.”

HR and Admin Department
Sales & Marketing Team

Milton Berle

CRM Department
New Business Department

“Hard work beats talent when talent doesn’t
work hard.”
Tim Notke

Speak Up and Win an MKH PowerBank!
Yes, Write to us at MKH Beats!
Share your thoughts, fill us in on what's happening in your team,
express yourself via stories or jokes that'll make our day.
Whatever it is, tell us! The best contributor will be rewarded with a
cool MKH Powerbank worth RM90.
Hit the keyboards and shoot an email to us at
corporate_comm@mkhberhad.com ASAP!
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